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Motivation
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Motivation
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHC provides amazing data
MC generators are used to describe and predict
In lectures you hear how they work theoretically, here we want
to see how the parts implemented actually modify observables
Recently heavy ion (HI) collisions got more and more attention
Better prediction and more understanding are achieved
This year there is even a lecture about HI modeling.
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Motivation

Note: Not so man
hard processes
in heavy ion
collisions.
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Goals of this tutorials
•
•

We are aware that most of you are not working in the HI modeling or
measurement
So we tried to also discuss stuff that will appear in your day to day life:
First steps in event generation.
Using Rivet
Modify Code!
Figure 2: Cartoon figure showing a sampled Lead ion and a proton with rad
MPI and hadronisation effects.
to a disk–disk cross section of 49 mb, both centered at (0,0). Participati
marked red, while spectators are marked blue.
Difference fixed order and PS
Jets in general (Shapes, R dependence, different algorithms..)
Extract coordinates of nucleons again, this time making a distinction between ”hit
hit”, and produce a figure where you show which nucleons have been hit, by gi
di↵erent colour.
Monte Carlo Methods (importance sampling)
Basic understanding how HI can be modeled.

When solving exercise
2, feel free
to re-use
pre-written
from ex
Figure 3: Cartesian
sampled
impact the
parameter,
shown instu↵
a histogram.
a nice figure. Your result should look similar to figure 2.

Implement two new impact parameter samplers, and show the sampled b-values in a histogra
like before. The first one should look like this, sampling from a Gaussian distribution in pol
coordinates:
def impactGauss(width):
= random()
We will now start to rbmake
this into a more realistic calculation. In the
= math.sqrt( -math.log(r) * 2. * width * width)
examples, both protonphiand
Lead
have* been
centered at coordinate (0,0), g
= 2.0
* math.pi
random()
w = 1./r
parameter of b = 0 and
an arbitrary angle . Since it it notexperiment
return b, phi, w
Plot
the
histograms
and withoutyou
the event
weights.
The second
should sample
fro
control the impact parameterboth
of with
a collision,
should
now
implement
an im
an exponential distribution – see if you can figure that out for yourself.

2.2

Impact parameter

sampler. Consider first the physical situation. The impact parameter shou
point in the (x, y) plane. Because of the (near) symmetry of the collision, it
to use polar coordinates (b, ) instead of (x, y). This also makes it easy
sampling cut For
directly
exerciseon
4, b.
note that the pyplot.hist used above allows you to simply

array of weights, by putting weights=weightArray (where weightArray is you
with weights) into the call to ax.hist.

4

Figure
4: Distribution
of the forward energy flow in the ALICE forward detector
Figure 1: A sample parton-level event (generated with Herwig [8]), together with many
random
soft
VZERO.
The
“ghosts”, clustered with four diﬀerent jets algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment
areas
of distribution is fitted with the Glauber-based fit shown as a line.
tracted centrality
classes are indicated. Figure taken from ref. [5], which also conta
the resulting hard jets. For kt and Cam/Aachen the detailed shapes are in part determined
by the
6
information about the concrete analysis.
specific set of ghosts used, and change when the ghosts are modified.
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The days of the tutorials
•

•

•

1 day: 3 choices:
★ Get to know event generators
(First Events, Modify Rivet, do an analysis in python)
★ Build your own shower
(rebuild a dipole shower in python)
★ MadGraph tutorial
(from the model file to the event)
2 day:
★ Basics of Heavy ion modeling
(Glauber models, centrality, sampling … )
★ Unfinished day 1
3 day:
★ Signals in HI
★ Jet shapes
Before we start:

cd tutorials ; svn up

in the virtual box!
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